Owing to the high expressiveness of regular expression, it is frequently used in searching and manipulation of text based data. Regular expression is highly applicable in processing Latin alphabet based text, but the same cannot be said for Hangeul * , the writing system for Korean language. Although Hangeul possesses alphabetic features within the script, expressiveness of regular expression pattern using Hangeul is hindered by the absence of syllable decomposition. Without decomposition support in regular expression, searching through Hangeul text is limited to string literal matching. Literal matching has made enumeration of syllable candidates in regular expression pattern definition indispensable, albeit impractical, especially for a large set of syllable candidates. Although the existing implementation of canonical decomposition in Unicode standard does reduce a pre-composed Hangeul syllable into smaller unit of consonantvowel or consonant-vowel-consonant letters, it still leaves quite a number of the individual letters in compounded form. We have observed that there is a necessity to further reduce the compounded letters into unit of basic letters to properly represent the Korean script in regular expression. We look at how the new canonical decomposition technique proposed by Kim can help in handling Hangeul in regular expression. In this paper, we examine several of the performance indicators of full decomposition of Hangeul syllable to better understand the overhead that might incur, if a full decomposition were to be implemented in a regular expression engine. For efficiency considerations, we propose a semi decomposition technique alongside with a notation for defining Hangeul syllables. The semi decomposition functions as an enhancement to the existing regular expression syntax by taking in some of the special constructs and features of the Korean language. This proposed technique intends to allow an end user to have a greater freedom to define regular expression syntax for Hangeul.
Introduction
Regular expression pattern matching has been included in many programming languages for text searching and replacing. It can also be applied to user input validation against a specific format defined using regular expression. XML Schema, for example, has a sub-element pattern that requires an attribute value in regular expression to check for a match between a defined format and the element value in an XML document [3] .
The existing implementation of regular expression feature found in numerous programming languages and applications works well if texts are in Latin based alphabet like those found in English language; but when text is in Hangeul script, however, we observed several limitations such as the following example. Table 1 shows an example of conjugation and inflection of a commonly used Korean verb hada 'to do'. Notice that all of the phrases have the prefix 'ha' appearing in the romanisation column next to each phrase. Searching for text in the romanisation column containing the literal 'ha' using regular expression might be as straightforward as /ha.+/. However, if we were to substitute the search pattern with Hangeul as / .+/, we would only be able to match 5 out of the total 12 instances using the same literal characterby-character matching technique as used by the romanised method.
One workaround to the above problem is to use alternation by enumerating the different possible forms of the verb, where we can modify the previous regular expression to be in the pattern /( | | | | | ).+/. Although this can solve the problem temporarily, it is not a perfect technique; we might stumble upon yet another conjugation or inflection that is unaccounted for in our pattern. The modified pattern for example, did not apply to nominalised verb ham. In addition, enumerating all possible permutations is not practical as well. Take for example the case where we were to search for word begins with ' ' (h). There are at least 588 possible permutations available [2] that we need to list out in our pattern. Clearly, we need a better solution to deal with this limitation and other associated issues pertaining to Hangeul in regular expression.
Section 2 introduces the Hangeul script and its representation in Unicode while presenting related works on the topic. In Sect. 3, we explain about our proposal on how to properly handle Hangeul script in regular expression. Sec-tion 4 demonstrates several motivating examples using the proposed improvement to regular expression. We conclude our findings for this paper in Sect. 5.
Background & Related Work

Hangeul
The Korean script, more specifically modern Hangeul contains 24 basic letters (known as 'jamo' in Korean), with 14 consonants and 10 vowels [4] . [4] . Figure 1 shows the modern Hangeul letters in alphabetical order, with shaded letters signifying complex letters. Notice there are two sets of consonants available, leading consonants and trailing consonants.
Unlike Latin script where we form a syllable or a word by just juxtaposition the letters side by side, forming a Hangeul syllable however requires clustering together consonants and vowels into a single block [5] . Modern Hangeul syllables can be formed by combining with at least a leading consonant (L) and a vowel (V). An optional trailing consonant (T) can also be added to the end of syllable, giving us a modern Hangeul syllable in either LV formation or LVT formation. The word
Hangeul for example, is formed by joining h (L) + a (V) + n (T) to form the LVT syllable han, and geul is formed by g (L) + eu (V) + l (T).
Hangeul in Unicode
A modern Hangeul syllable in Unicode can either be rep- resented in conjoining jamos (sequence of individual complex and basic letters) or as a single pre-composed syllable (known as wanseong) [2] . Either representation should render an identical output that is transparent to users, where the former will be treated as a grapheme cluster [6] . Unicode standard has allocated a block of code points for Hangeul jamo (both modern and old Hangeul jamo) ranging from U+1100 to U+11FF. The subset of the block where modern Hangeul jamos are available can be seen from Fig. 1 alongside with jamo's corresponding code point.
Pre-composed Hangeul syllables on the other hand are available in a continuous block ranging from U+AC00 to U+D7A3. The 11,172 pre-composed Hangeul syllables from this block are formed as a result of permuting all basic and complex jamos and sorted alphabetically, yielding 399 syllables in LV form and the remaining 10,733 syllables in LVT form. If we were to arrange the pre-composed syllables by rows of leading consonants and columns of vowels and trailing consonants permutation, we can have a chart similar to Fig. 2. 
Canonical Decomposition
The permutation arrangement in Unicode for pre-composed Hangeul syllables allows us to convert each syllable into conjoining jamo representation and vice versa algorithmically. Representation of pre-composed syllable in conjoining jamo is known as Normalisation form D (NFD) or canonical decomposition, while the reverse is known as Normalisation form C (NFC) or canonical composition. Unicode standard contains algorithm for normalising Hangeul syllable from one form to another [2] , [7] , as illustrated conceptually in Fig. 3 .
The canonical decomposition algorithm works by applying modular arithmetic and offset shifting to the syllable code point value from a set of corresponding jamo cat- egory's first code point value. For a syllable in LV form, we will have 2 conjoining jamos while LVT form will have 3 instead. The resulting canonical decomposition of a pre-composed Hangeul syllable will have conjoining jamos found in Fig. 1 . Notice that NFD for the Hangeul syllable in Fig. 3 using method shown in [7] still contains complex jamo. As explained in Sect. 2.1, complex jamos are made up of simpler basic jamos. Kim [8] has proposed that instead of decomposing a syllable into L, V, T form in existing NFD and stop, any complex jamo found within the result, decomposition should be continued until all jamos are in basic form. We will explain more detail in Sect. 3, on why this is essential for regular expression to work in Hangeul.
In Kim's proposed decomposition process, a Hangeul syllable will first go through a canonical decomposition just like how it was done in [7] , after which if jamo were still in complex form, it will be decomposed into basic jamos. Figure 4 shows new canonical decomposition process applied to the same Hangeul syllable kkwaelm from Fig. 3 . Table 2 , 3, and 4 summarise on how complex jamo found in Fig. 1 can be decomposed using this new method. Basic jamos will remain the same when applying this new decomposition technique since there is no further decomposition possible.
The rationale behind this new canonical decomposition (and also composition) process is to treat both modern Hangeul jamos and old Hangeul jamos in a consistent manner [8] . The author has pointed out that existing normalisation process in Unicode standard did not handle old Hangeul syllable well. Similar concern about old Hangeul syllable handling in Unicode has also been highlighted by Table 3 Complex vowels decomposition.
Ahn and Park [9] , [10] . Ahn and Park have explained how existing normalisation of Hangeul syllable was done incorrectly, and proposed on how normalisation should be applied to both old and modern Hangeul syllable [9] . Citing efficiency reasons, the authors have also proposed several changes to Hangeul encoding in Unicode. They have suggested that modern Hangeul should only be represented in pre-composed form, while old Hangeul should only be represented in conjoining jamo. In addition, they have proposed inserting an extra set of old Hangeul jamo into the existing Unicode standard [10] .
Taking into account the limitation on representing and processing of old Hangeul syllables in current version of Unicode, plus the majority of commonly found Korean texts are in modern Hangeul, we will therefore be focusing on the more stable modern Hangeul syllables in this paper.
Unicode Regular Expression
Many of the existing regular expression engines can only handle ASCII encoded characters. Unicode consortium has released a technical specification for supporting Unicode in regular expression. It describes three levels of Unicode support in regular expression engine by taking into consideration the large repertoire of characters and writing systems supported within Unicode [11] . In order for Unicode to work for regular expression engine, at least Level 1 support is required. Level 1 covers the use of Unicode by specifying code point directly in regular expression syntax using hexadecimal notation. It also covers the use of Unicode properties to define character set, alongside with set operations of union, intersection and relative complement. Basic word and line boundary should be available in this level, together with case insensitive matching [12] .
Level 2 includes support for extended features on top of features from Level 1, and contains canonical equivalent matching. Regular expression syntax in this level should be more intuitive to user. In addition to using hexadecimal notation found in Level 1, named character can be used as well in this level. It is noted in the specification that language or locale specific handling is not done in this level but on Level 3 for tailored support. Regular expression en- Table 4 Complex trailing consonants decomposition. Heninger [13] has explained on some of the aspects of applying Unicode in regular expression syntaxes. He has looked at how to define character set using character classes and ranges, together with Unicode character properties. If we need characters for a particular language or writing system, character properties such as script and block can be used instead,. Also, he has presented some issues about the use of different normalisation form in representing characters and how this could affect regular expression matching.
Handling Hangeul in Regular Expression
Hangeul script is known to be a featural syllabic script or alphabetic syllabary, where it is a syllabary but at the same time exhibits alphabetic characteristics [2] , [4] , [12] . The alphabetic part of Hangeul script is the jamos. Unlike other syllabic script such as Hiragana or Katakana used in Japanese, we can apply regular expression syntax for Hangeul just like how we would do it for Latin alphabets. In order for us to make use of the alphabetic characteristics, precomposed Hangeul syllables need to be decomposed into a sequence of jamos.
Although modern Hangeul text can be represented in either in NFC or in NFD, we would consider the input text represented in pre-composed Hangeul syllables having the code points ranging from U+AC00 to U+D7A3, which is more efficient to process as suggested by Ahn and Park [10] . Normalisation process can be applied to a given text if it is not in NFC. For texts that require the use of Hangeul jamo, which commonly found in texts dealing with Korean grammar, jamo shown in Fig. 1 can also be used, as well as the two filler characters U+115F (leading consonant filler) and U+1160 (vowel filler).
Regular expression engines that can handle Hangeul syllables can easily match a pattern literally to a Hangeul text in NFC, just like how it would match a pattern to an ASCII text without further processing on the Hangeul text itself. In this case, the regular expression engine treats the Hangeul syllable as if it is a set of distinct characters, albeit greater in number compared to ASCII.
Decomposition
Decomposition algorithm given in UAX#15 is insufficient to properly handle Hangeul to produced desired result of finding the word ha using the same example in Sect. 1 as shown in Table 5 . However, using the new decomposition process shown in the third column can achieve the result. Implementation of Hangeul syllable decomposition in various libraries, such as those found in IBM ICU 4.2, Microsoft .NET Framework 3.5 and Java 6 are based on UAX#15. The new decomposition process however, has made its way to a utility function in Perl [17] .
The new decomposition process transforms Hangeul from syllablic representation into alphabetic representation, giving us more flexibility to define our regular expression syntax. The decomposition process can be applied to a given input text in two different ways before evaluating on the regular expression syntax, namely Full Decomposition and Semi Decomposition.
Full Decomposition
In Full Decomposition, input text is fully decomposed into a sequence of basic syllables internally before regular expression pattern is applied. This allows us to define a pattern using jamo directly. The matching of a pattern with a text is straightforward, and can be done using the same method as matching English letters. For example, we need to match the pattern /.+ .+/ against an input text of gongbuhaess-eoyo, the input text will first be decomposed as g o ng b u h a i s s -eo -yo, and the matching process will follow subsequently. We can specify the pattern as a pre-composed form /.+ .+/ as well and applied the same decomposition to the pattern.
Decomposing syllables across a phrase or a string of words with similar jamo does not create ambiguity to match jamo that can function as both leading and trailing consonant as shown in Fig. 5 .
g for example has two different code points in Unicode: U+1100 for leading consonant and U+11A8 for trailing consonant. This separation of code point property for representing leading consonant and trailing consonant in Unicode eliminates the need for any syllabic mark to demarcate the boundary of a syllable. The examples in Fig. 5 , dalggwa will not be interpreted as dalkkwa, and haes-ssal will not be interpreted as haess-sal and vice versa. It is interesting to note that although we can process regular expression via romanisation, where the Hangeul text and pattern are romanised beforehand without any decomposition involved. However, we do not recommend such approach. Not only it is unnatural for end user to represent Korean, it has ignored the structure of the Hangeul script, and thus giving incorrect result along the way. Take for example an input of the word deoppan, in which we wish to find a match for ppa. Although using romanisation we can find a match, but judging from the Hangeul text, we can clearly see that this is a mismatch.
Implementing full decomposition to Hangeul text and pattern can be done by allowing a flag to be set. Without enabling full decomposition, pattern matching will be done on the literal level. Java has a named constant called Pattern.CANON EQ flag [14] for canonical equivalent matching, but that will only work for an exact match of all decomposed character sequence of pattern, but not just a part of it. Also, it is meant to be set for pattern only and using jamo directly does not result a match. For example, a pattern / / will match the text " " in Java, but not the reverse.
Deploying full decomposition to regular expression engine to support Hangeul enables Korean text to be searched like alphabetic text. However, it requires the text to be decomposed entirely and this can have some impact on performance, especially for long text or pattern. Using a set of Korean texts [18] that has a balance of both spoken and written Korean, we have analysed the full decomposition overhead incurred to the UTF-8 encoded text files. Each text file has a size of 44, 600 ± 5.5% bytes, with an average of 12,153 pre-composed Hangeul syllables in it. Figure 6 shows the average time for full decomposition on our test data using UAX #15 algorithm, new decomposition and also internal library of programming languages. An additional external library ICU4J is added in Java for comparison. We have included a control for each test to single out the overhead of file I/O. All internal and external libraries returned an identical output to UAX #15 algorithm that decompose Hangeul syllable that retains complex jamo as it is. Both C# and Java gave similar result for the same test but varied on different decomposition approaches within a same programming environment.
The number characters increase substantially after decomposition as shown in Fig. 7 . Decomposing Hangeul syl- lables into jamos has made an approximate 146% increase on average in character count for UAX #15 approach. An additional 8.3% increment of characters can be observed from further decomposing using new decomposition. The file size after decomposition recorded on average 95.7 KB and 103 KB for UAX #15 and new decomposition respectively. The big step increment of characters could have a toll on regular expression engine, making full decomposition unsuitable for long input. Instead of full decomposition, we recommend using semi decomposition.
Semi Decomposition
As opposed to full decomposition, semi decomposition does not require an input text to be decomposed before processing. Semi decomposition will decompose Hangeul syllable on demand depending on how the regular expression syntax is defined. Analogous to turning on and off case insensitive matching mode for portion of a pattern by using a flag (?i), we can use similar construct for enabling and disabling decomposition matching mode for a certain portion of a pattern.
Using the example shown earlier, we can redefined the pattern to have a semi decomposition construct, such as (?d) and
The flag d defined in the construct will initiate the decomposition of a Hangeul syllable and detemine whether the syllable contains a leading consonant h, a vowel a and any other letters (the .* sub-expression) that might follow after the decomposition. Compared to full decomposition, the literal gongbu will first be matched and only upon finding a match, we will proceed with decomposing on what follows after the literal. This can help to speed up the matching, where the engine will first have to fulfil the literal matching using existing matching technique without having to run a decomposing process.
Apart from using a decompose flag, we propose another shorthand [=L:V:T=], inspired by the POSIX character equivalents syntax [16] for defining Hangeul syllable that requires decomposition. This is useful to solve the ambiguous matching that might stem from using character class with repetition quantifier. In the previous example, we define (?d) .*(?-d) as one way to take in all the remaining jamo that might result from decomposing a Hangeul syllable, if any. This creates an ambiguity on the engine to decide when to stop decomposition. Using the proposed shorthand of [=L:V:T=], we can change the decomposition portion to become [= : .?:.*=]. Thus, we have made it clear that the decomposition will stop once we found a match from the original pre-composed syllable itself.
Any Character
Regular expression has a special metacharacter "." (dot) for matching any character. In Unicode, what constitute a character in a writing system can be different depending on how a character is constructed. In certain implementation of regular expression such as Perl, there is another metacharacter "\X" that operates on the base character together with any remaining combining characters [16] . We do not require this additional metacharacter to be supported for our proposed matching technique, since our input text is generally made up of pre-composed Hangeul syllables, using dot is sufficient for referring to any character.
Combining "." metacharacter with semi decomposition, the dot will now carry two meanings. If the dot is located within a decomposition section, it refers to a jamo. If it is located outside a decomposition section, it refers to any literal syllable or letter as what a dot would normally be referred to. Consider the pattern /.+\s [= : :.*=].? / for example, it will match these following input texts:
deo meog-eo-yo, manh-i meog-eo-yo and manh-i meog-eoss-eo-yo.
Character Range
Representing modern Hangeul character range in regular expression can be done using Unicode properties, script and block [16] . Unicode has provided a list of properties in which we can use it to refer to a defined range in Unicode standard. These properties can be accessed using the "\p" construct. For example, using this regular expression pattern \p{script=Hangul}+, we can search in a given text for Hangeul characters. The script value Hangul consists of more than just the jamos and the pre-composed syllables. It also includes all the half-width Hangeul letters, circled Hangeul letters like and some other characters that made up of the total 11,737 code points [19] .
If we are interested to access a subset of characters from the script defined range, we can apply the set operators available, such as intersection or subtraction [16] . For using a specific range of characters within a script, there is another property called block. Block value Hangul Jamo is a set of characters ranging from U+1100 to U+11FF for jamo characters while the value Hangul Syllables is for all the precomposed Hangeul syllables. Alternately, we can also use this pattern /([\uAC00-\uD7A3]|[\u1100-\u11C2])+/ for searching all modern Hangeul syllables and jamos † . The use of character class range construct via code point may look cryptic for users who are not familiar with the exact code point value. Instead, we proposed the use of Hangeul character directly just like how we would do it for ASCII to match character ranging from d to m /[d-m]/. Since Hangeul syllables in Unicode are sorted, using Hangeul directly would only require a direct mapping translation. There are several user aspects to be taken into consideration, however, if we were to use Hangeul to specify range.
For example, we would like to search for the first four ordered list heading, commonly written in this order: ) ga), ) na), ) da), ) la). Intuitively, we would specify the pattern as /.+[ -&& [ˆ] ]\)/, where we assume the list heading can be written in a single sentence. If character range implementation is done using direct code point mapping, the pattern would also match ) gag) or even ( ) (sandalk) which is not what we have expected in the first place. This problem appears due to both of the character U+AC01 and U+B2ED fall within the defined range of U+AC00 to U+B77C.
One approach to deal with this limitation is to use alphabetic range instead of syllabic range. We assume the regular expression engine has the ability to handle our proposed decomposition shorthand, the pattern for the previous example can be defined as /.+[= -: :=]\)/. Notice that we are embedding the character range metacharacter directly into the decomposition shorthand. Also, We do not need to specify the exclusion list of [ˆ], since decomposing those two will result in two basic leading consonants, but in our pattern, we are accepting only one jamo.
Word Boundary
Word boundary defines the location where a start and an end of a word. In English text, a word in a sentence can be easily spotted by identifying a continuous group of characters between two spaces or punctuation marks. Korean text contains space to separate part of speech and grammatical components [5] . However, each phrase that is separated by spaces does not fit the true meaning of word, since a phrase might contain more than one word, with or without grammatical particles. Segmenting Korean text into words within a single phrase would require some form of dictionary lookup [6] or by analysis through natural language processing. Word boundary is useful for information retrieval, machine translation and other useful linguistic processing of words [20] .
Given that segmentation of Hangeul text into words requires additional lexical processing, for general use of regular expression, we will treat a word based on phrases sep-arated by space and punctuation. Although this does not fit the actual definition of a word boundary, we assume a user can decide on how to formulate the regular expression syntax to achieve a desirable result using just punctuation or space separated phrases. The following examples explain on how space between phrases can be useful and how a user could decide on the processing of word needed.
Assume we have a regular expression enabled text editor, and we would like to replace a negated transitive verb "N / V" into a non-negated form, we can use back references to extract the text with a pattern. If the given input can match this pattern /(.+[ ]?)\s \s(.+)/, we can extract the transitive verb out by using /\1 \2/. Thus, for a given input aileul an anayo, using search and replace, we would get a result of aileul anayo using back references. The use of space helps us to distinguish the negatation word an and the verb conjugation anayo that share the same first syllable.
Applied Examples
Trailing Consonant Detection
It is common in Korean language to append a suffix to a word to indicate part of speech or as a grammatical element. Choice of suffixes depends on a presence or an absence of trailing consonant ( badchim) in a word that is going to be attached. One naïve way of achieving this, is to enumerate the words with trailing consonant. As we have explained in Sect. 2.2, it is impractical as there are 10,733 syllables that contain a trailing consonant. One way to detect for words with trailing consonant is to define a pattern similar to /[=.+:.+:.+=]/. The third part of the shorthand indicates that we need a syllable that contains at least one trailing consonant. 
Attaching Particle
eu particle is usually appended to the end of a word when a trailing consonant is present. Unlike other particles that are appended to the end of a word by judging on a presence of trailing consonant, eu has a special exception where words that end with l are not included. Thus, for appending suffix like ( ) for example, we can search using the pattern /([=.+:.+:[ˆ]+=])/ and substitute the result with this pattern /\1 /. Similarly, for words without trailing consonant or they contain trailing consonant l, we can append myeon by using this search pattern /([=.+:.+: ?=])/ and the replace pattern as /\1 /.
Forming Pronunciation Guide
Pronunciation of words in Korean can differ from actual spelling depending on pronunciation rules [22] . We can generate a simple pronunciation guide by applying a number of regular expressions to map Hangeul syllables to the target pronunciation step by step. For a more refined pattern, exclusion of h from the search pattern may be useful to avoid sound lost for possible consonant assimilation, or by adding an exclusion of (null) to subsequent leading consonant for checking possible linking or liaison. Both of which we can apply a separate regular expression to handle them accordingly.
Pronunciation guide for the other pronunciation rules that involve sound change such as nasalisation, palatalisation, or tensification can be formed easily with the aid of complex consonant decomposition.
Tensification 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have seen how canonical decomposition can help to expand the expressibility of a regular expression pattern for Hangeul. The innate alphabetic nature of Hangeul allows us to break it down into smaller jamo, and processing of regular expression can be carried out just as it is now done for existing Latin based script. We have explained why the existing canonical decomposition algorithm for Hangeul in UAX #15 is insufficient to properly handle Hangeul text, instead, we need to use the proposed enhancement of canonical decomposition by Kim.
The simplicity of fully decomposing Hangeul syllable into individual basic jamo comes with a price. Data length grows double as we decompose the Hangeul syllable. One solution to overcome this issue is by decomposing Hangeul syllable on demand, or we called it semi decomposition. We have also proposed a shorthand notation that can be used in semi decomposition, which extends the existing processing scope of Hangeul text beyond literal matching, and is especially useful on context related to Korean grammar. Our proposed method can be applied in various contexts such as validation of well formed grammar phrases, extraction of base form word from inflection and conjugation, transformation of word using suffixes, generation of pronunciation guide, and many more possible areas of application.
The lack of decomposition process in numerous regular expression engines in text manipulating program not only limits the scope of processing Hangeul text, but also the absence of the ability to analyse word structure and context can affect the accuracy of identifying the correct Hangeul text. We are exploring the possibility of integrating another technique such as morphological analysis to enhance our method to manipulate Hangeul text, especially in handling irregular and exception cases. We are also looking into the composition process for Hangeul syllable to further improve on the expressibility and application of regular expression for Hangeul text. 
